2011 Owyhee River, Rome to Leslie Gulch
Launch Date Exchange Form

For Administrative Use Only:

Received on:

U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management
Vale District, Jordan Field Office,100 Oregon St., Vale, OR 97918-9630
541-473-3144 or fax 541-473-6213
This form authorizes commercial Special Recreation Permit holders on the Owyhee River to exchange launch dates from
Rome to Birch Creek or Leslie Gulch Owyhee River sites upon the approval and signature of the BLM Authorized Officer.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This form must be completed, signed by both parties, and received by the Vale District Office no later
than 24 HOURS PRIOR to the earliest exchange date.
Exchanges must be between outfitters holding a valid Owyhee River SRP.
In the exchange, both parties must relinquish and gain one date in each transaction.
Only one exchange date may be requested out per exchange form.
Exchanges will only be valid and authorized if the above procedures are followed.

To be filled out by the Exchangor Permittee
I, _____________________ assigned group number _____ herein request that BLM authorized an
(print exchangor permittee name)

exchange of launch date from Rome to Birch Creek or Leslie Gulch on the Owyhee River. I
understand that upon BLM approval of this exchange request, the launch date assigned to me is no
longer valid for the requested day of exchange. I hereby exchange my launch date of ____/____/____
to the exchangee ____________________ assigned group number ____ in exchange for launch date
(print exchangee permittee name)

_____/_____/_____.
______________________

_________________________

________________

(Signature of Exchangor)

(Date)

(Printed Name of Exchangor)

To be filled out by the Exchangee Permittee
I, _____________________ assigned group number _____ herein request that BLM authorized an
(print exchangee permittee name)

exchange of launch date from Rome to Birch Creek or Leslie Gulch on the Owyhee River. I
understand that upon BLM approval of this exchange request, the launch date assigned to me is no
longer valid for the requested day of exchange. I hereby exchange my launch date of ____/____/____
to the exchangor ____________________ assigned group number ____ in exchange for launch date
(print exchangor permittee name)

_____/_____/_____.
______________________

_________________________

________________

(Printed Name of Exchangee)

(Signature of Exchangee)

(Date)

To be filled out by the BLM Authorized Officer

I (circle one) approve/ disapprove the exchange on this form between the above commercial Special
Recreation Permit holders (exchangor and exchangee) who in return agree to the above terms.
______________________
(Signature of BLM Authorized Officer)

______________________
(Title of BLM Authorized Officer)

__________________
(Date)

